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High quality Auto Mechanics Engine Cylinder Stethoscope made of steel, shockproof 
ABS plastic and rubber. 
Metal probe extends to 350mm for getting into confined areas; 
 
Description: 
1. Function: ideal for pinpointing issues of car engine, identifying broken gaskets, bad 
pulleys, water pump failures and other damaged parts that cause odd noises and faulty 
operation. 
2. Sensitive sound source of noise: features a sensitive sound chamber that amplifies 
sounds so that you can easily detect the damaged parts within engine. 
3. Easy to use: the ear buds of tool allow you to ignore outside noises so you can focus 
on detecting the issue. 
4. Easy to find the issues: simply find where the sound is the loudest and create contact 
between the probe and surface to confirm. 
5. Shockproof handles: the handles make work more secure. Comfortable rubber ear 
buds perfectly isolate outside noises. 
6. Multifunctional tool: perfect to heck transmission, transfer case, rear axle and the 
engine. 
Saker is a leading China Auto Mechanics Engine Cylinder Stethoscope manufacturer, 
supplier and exporter. Adhering to the pursuit of perfect quality of products, so that our 
Auto Mechanics Engine Cylinder Stethoscope have been satisfied by many customers. 
Extreme design, quality raw materials, high performance and competitive price are what 
every customer wants, and that's also what we can offer you. Of course, also essential is 
our perfect after-sales service. If you are interested in our Auto Mechanics Engine 
Cylinder Stethoscope services, you can consult us now, we will reply to you in time! 

 

Auto Mechanics Engine Cylinder 
Stethoscope 

Saker is one of large scale factory which supply 

different kinds of auto tools in China.Such as Auto 

Mechanics Engine Cylinder Stethoscope.High 

quality and competitive price is our target. We′re 

pleased to get your Inquiry and we will reply as soon 

as possible.All of our products comply with 

international quality standards and are greatly 

appreciated in a variety of different markets 

throughout the world. We will be happy to continue 

to provide you with quality products and service. 
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